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A KING IS BORNPushed to the brink of despair after his father attempted to have him killed,
Prince Canute has experienced an awakening, transforming him from a timid, gentle boy into a
clear-eyed man with the heart of a king. But a king needs a crown, and Canute now knows that
nothing will be given to him. If he wants to rule, he will have to prove his ruthlessness with a plot
that will change the fate of the kingdom and spatter the throne with blood! Meanwhile, Thorfinn
watches events unfold that could steal away the vengeance he has waited so long to achieve…

About the AuthorKazuo Koike is a prolific Japanese manga writer, novelist and entrepreneur.
Early in Koike's career, he studied under Golgo 13 creator Takao Saito and served as a writer on
the series.Koike, along with artist Goseki Kojima, made the manga Kozure Okami (Lone Wolf
and Cub), and Koike also contributed to the scripts for the 1970s film adaptations of the series,
which starred famous Japanese actor Tomisaburo Wakayama. Koike and Kojima became known
as the "Golden Duo" because of the success of Lone Wolf and Cub. Another series written by
Koike, Crying Freeman, which was illustrated by Ryoichi Ikegami, was adapted into a 1995 live-
action film by French director Christophe Gans. The author lives in Tokyo, Japan.
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Karissa Eckert, “Best book in this intricate and fantastically illustrated historical manga series!.
This is the fourth volume in the Vinland Saga. The fifth volume just published in the US, with the
sixth volume set to publish in January 2015. This was the best book yet in this series. I really
really enjoyed it. The story takes some pivotal turns.Prince Canute has decided to claim his
throne and he will do whatever he has to to do so. Thorfinn, Askeladd, and Thorkill have all
thrown in their lot with Prince Canute as Prince Canute journeys to face his father. This book
continues the story of the Danish invasion of England and the more personal story of Thorfinn’s
vendetta against Askeladd.This continues to be one of my favorite manga series, it is just such
high quality and so well done. The illustration is absolutely stunning and full of wonderful
detail.This was one of the most intense and, at times, most hilarious books in this manga
series. As with previous books there is a lot of action and fighting. There is also a lot of
swearing, rape, gruesome war scenes, etc...so I would recommend for adults only.Askeladd and
Thorfinn have a strange relationship. They both seem to need each other but Thorfinn also
hates Askeladd, you see this explored more in this book than in any other. I loved that Thorkill
was in the book more, he is such a jerk but also really funny...he had me laughing out loud a
number of times.This book really is the close of one major storyline and the start of the next. I
am incredibly curious to see where this story goes.Overall I loved this book; it was the best in
this series so far. The illustration is phenomenal and Yukimura does such a wonderful job
creating an epic and intricate plot that is never hard to follow. Yukimura has also done an
excellent job creating characters we actually care about. Highly recommended to all manga
fans, this is an exceptional historical manga.”

Corjae B., “Very happy with the products!. The media could not be loaded.
                
            
                
            
            
        
    
    



  
  
     10/10 great manga and its in good condition I definitely recommend it”

Ebook Library Reader, “The Best Without a Doubt!. The Ultimate Manga Collection to have if you
like Manga.There are very few Manga Authors who nail it like Makoto Yukimura do. I am placing
this manga up there with Battle Angel Alita by Yukito Kishiro because of its sheer splendor!Both
the art and the story are absolute top-notch, no doubt. I cannot recommend this serie enough.
And that says a lot because I am very fussy when it comes to giving 5 stars to anything. I
suggest starting at volume 1 of course because the story here in volume 4 shifts dramatically.
Not spoiling anything, though...But you would not start a book at chapter 4 obviously...So if you
are considering getting this story, start at the beginning, you will not regret it one bit.Yes, there is
violence, blood and guts but this story portrays an age of conquest, violence and uncertainty. I
am blown away by the depth of the characters and I am quite attached to some of them. That is
what makes a good story: the characters and where they are taking you on their journey. Vinland
Saga is no doubt my top favorite manga right now even beating the epic Attack on Titan though
they are not the same, Vinland Saga beats it because of the incredible beauty of the drawings
and details in the plots...But this is only my humble opinion, of course.”

DK, “Great. Came in great condition, and was not easily damaged because it has a hard cover. I
highly recommend this series because it is great.”

Edward, “Amazing story, not the greatest condition.
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I’ve loved the series so far so 4 stars for me. Reason why it didn’t get 5 stars is not because of
the story itself. But because of the state of the book it’s in. It was a public library book at one
point so it has some stickers and that black printing on top of the books which sucks. On top of
that the top portion of the pages is extremely yellowed compared to the other books. Haven’t
flipped through many pages so hopefully I won’t find much damaged or missing pages. Again,
amazing story, but be prepared if you like your books in mint condition”

Peter C, “Absolutely amazing story! Picks up from where the anime ends too. This is a great
point to pick up the manga if you want to continue the story after the anime! although i would
recommend reading the series from the beginning”

GARDRAGON, “VIKING ATTACK. Being a Celtic Folk Artist and a Medieval and Dark Ages
History freak I found this to be fantastic and historically correct the art is great minus the magna
facial expressions that show from time to time. but it is nice to see a true researcher and
historian in action. I was hooked from Vol. 1 , one thing get used to reading the book backwards.
Worth your purchase.”

Jeff L., “Fantastic volume for a great series.. So many things happened in this volume, but no
spoilers, it was fantastic. All the extra here are great too, well worth for the Q&A, as well as the
completely different side story!”

Andy, “Brilliant. Very well done are these impressive and hats off to the writers and drawers for
creati g these”

Cameron H., “Good quality condition and story. The art in this volume takes a crazy jump as well
as the story being the volume that the anime ends at”

Gengis, “Best manga. The best manage in history Must own if your a manga collector, heck
even if your not this story is amazing as soon as you think it cant get better then it does every
single chapter!!!!!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Artwork has been improved. The Story is just wow .... Artwork has been
improved.The Story is just wow... (Top Notch)The book is big....Worth a buy? Yes....
definitelyDont forget to check you're book condition in case you want to return it for a
replacement.0-0”

Adem, “It’s worth it and it’s amazing fr fr. Vinland saga rivals berserk which is my favourite next to
Vinland saga and the story and art is so consistent. Plus the story is on another level.”

The book by Makoto Yukimura has a rating of 5 out of 4.9. 1,199 people have provided



feedback.
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